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Market Research 
Market research to support the development of a glamping development at Toadies Hideaway, Toad 
Hall, Westcott Lane, Week St Mary, Holsworthy, Devon. 

Week St Mary is a small settlement located in North Cornwall on the Devon border (hence the Devon post 
code) approx. 37 miles North-West of Plymouth. Week St Mary is located near Greena Moor, Penhallam 
Manor and Hidden Valley and is situated close to world-renowned beaches and areas rich in tourist 
attractions. The nearest towns are Bude, which lies 8 miles to the North-West and Holsworthy which lies 
11 miles to the North-East. Both towns offer a wide range of amenities including places to eat & drink, 
activity providers, golf courses, and shops and supermarkets. The proposed site is well positioned to meet 
the demand of a number of well-established tourist areas.  

This report will examine whether current accommodation options local to Week St Mary, and the 
surrounding areas are sufficient to meet tourist demand. It will also look at tourism trends to suggest if a 
new glamping site and wellness retreat in this area are warranted.   

1.0 Cornish Tourist Markets 
The area of Cornwall has a thriving tourism market generated over £2.8 billion which recorded 5 million 
overnight visitors to the area during the same period [1].  38% of these overnight guests elected to stay in 
self-catering accommodation [1].  

Nearly 60% of all overnight guests stay in coastal locations, which suggests an uneven distribution of guests 
which is backed-up by reports of overcrowding on beaches [2]. The proposed development will therefore 
help to draw visitors inland. 

The largest contributions to the economy within the sector in the Bude area come from the 
accommodation (38%) and food and drink (22%) [1]. The tourism sector is predicted to grow 3.8% through 
to 2025 [1].  

Tourists’ interest in attractions include: Bude beaches, South West Coastal Path, Greena Moor, Penhallam 
Manor or Bude and all of them are in close proximity to the proposed glamping site.  
With the Cornwall County COVID-19 Recovery Action Plan currently being developed, the proposed 
glamping site could make a positive economic impact, and aid in meeting goals set out by the plan.   

The following sections will break down the main tourist markets and suggest if they are likely to increase 
or decrease in tourist demand in future.  

1.1 Main Tourist Markets 

1.1.1 Tourists 
Bude is well positioned on the South-West of England with ferries running from France and Spain to 
Plymouth and Bristol. It has an international airport at Newquay and bus links to Bude. Therefore, the 
opportunity to attract a very diverse customer base through tourism is very possible. Domestic visitors, 
international visitors, tourists and sightseers are the main market for the proposed glamping site. 
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Bus routes offer an alternative to car use. The 317 bus from Launceston to Week St Mary and the 373 from 
Week St Mary to Bude have bus stops within walking distance from the proposed glamping site. 

The scenic 220 route from Crackington Haven to Launceston also runs through Week St Mary. There are 
other routes that pass near the village, namely route 12, 371 and 95. 

Tourists travelling for leisure on average spend 7.18 nights in the area [1]. The area is popular amongst 
tourists visiting world-renowned beaches, walking and cycle trails and beauty spots such as gardens, 
castles, forests and national trust attractions.  The Atlantic Highway, which passes through Widemouth Bay 
and Bude has been rated 15th in the top 50 scenic drives in the country. 

1.1.2 Events 
The Bude area hosts a plethora of exciting festivals and events during the year.  

Each year the Wyldes hosts different artist and festivals such as a 3-day Leopallooza festival. Amongst the 
artist who performed are Bastille, Kelis, Seasick Steve, Thom Yorke, Rag’n’Bone Man, Maximo Park, Crystal 
Fighters, Roni Size, The Cribs, Paloma Faith and others.  

Bude hosts Bude Jazz and the 34th festival will go ahead in 2021 as well as Bude Carnival which includes 
grand torch-light procession, a grand masked confetti fete, hourly concerts by four Jolly Sailor Men and an 
exhibition of WW II trophies. Bude Lifeboat weekend, a classic car show, a quadrathlon, Boxing Day and 
surf championships at Widemouth Bay are all busy diary dates which are very well supported by locals and 
tourists. 

With such a variety of events in the area across the whole calendar year, the proposed glamping site will 
offer an accommodation option for visitors coming to the area for said events.  

1.1.3 Castles, Estates and Heritage Sites  
The proposed site location is situated in close proximity to a number of castles such as The Castle, Bude, 
Launceston Castle and Tintagel Castle. Close to the site there are many attractions of varying interest, such 
as the numerous heritages and local history sites such Penhallam Manor, Warbstow Bury and Tremayna 
Methodist Chapel can also be found within a short travel distance from the Toadies Hideaway.  Such an 
array of historical landmarks within travel distance to the proposed glamping site, provides an ideal 
accommodation solution for history enthusiasts.  

1.1.4 Food and Drink 
The site’s local area and the wider Bude area has a lot to offer when it comes to ‘eating and drinking’. 
There are a vast number of local and chain restaurants and pubs and breweries in Bude and the 
surrounding area.  

Weekly farmers markets run each Friday from spring, throughout the summer where guests can enjoy local 
produce and Cornish seafood.  

Food Festival ‘Budelicious’ runs in September which hosts talented chefs including some of the biggest 
names in British food. 
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With small businesses and restaurants having missed out on so much custom over the last year due to 
Covid restrictions, we believe that small scale developments such as this one, will aid in bringing tourists 
to the area, and most likely eating out, injecting business into the local economy.  

Furthermore, with the increase in footfall to the area, there is a greater chance of more businesses setting 
up to take advantage of this, which helps grow the local economy further. 
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2.0 Tourism Demand Analysis 
2.1 Demand in the Area 
Tourism in Bude and the surrounding areas appears to be plentiful due to its rich heritage and diverse 
activities. Therefore, demand for accommodation is expected to grow in the years ahead. This is due to in 
part to Brexit effect (more on this later), as well as COVID-19. The Cornwall Local Plan identifies the link 
that tourism plays in the local economy, not only within the tourism sector but also in relation to other 
sectors like leisure and agriculture. 

2.2 Glamping Popularity 
Each year we witness a cyclical increase in google searches for glamping (as seen below). This trend 
matches Glampitect’s experience of witnessing increasing demand. Interestingly the trend shows increased 
demand for both peak and off-peak season and shows no sign of decreasing for the time being.  

After a search of the surrounding area, it appears that the main accommodation types appear to be either, 
hotels, B&B, lodges or camping sites, with little in the way of glamping being available. At the moment, 
there is a presence near Heads Nook offering glamping. 

 However, Toadies Hideaway will offer an enhanced experience for guests through good design and a range 
of well thought out integrated facilities. A fitness suite and sauna will offer added luxury and will be 
beneficial for those choosing to work remotely while enjoying a rural break. Therefore, we feel the site 
would be providing a positive alternative for visitors to the area. 

The presence of other glamping sites confirms the demand for glamping within this part of the country.  

 

Figure 1 - Glamping Popularity 

We have seen in other parts of the country that glamping sites are popular even in areas short of tourist 
attractions, and when close to other glamping options. Glamping has a certain novelty, meaning it is now 
an attraction in its own right.  
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2.3 Brexit Uncertainty & Covid-19 Impact 
Historically, uncertain political times have seen UK based tourists’ favour ‘stay-cations’ over foreign 
holidays. Fears and restrictions over foreign travel due to the Covid-19 Pandemic are also expected to 
encourage home-based tourism. 

This is tempered by the possibility of fewer tourists arriving from the International Market, due to the same 
uncertainty. However, domestic tourists using accommodation typically outnumbered international 
tourists by a ratio as high as 9:1, so we view this a potential net benefit. 

 

3.0 Existing Accommodation near Week St Mary 
Below is a list of accommodation options near the proposed glamping site and the surrounding area. 

• The Landmark Trust – The college – approximately £70 per night. 

• Chelsfield Farm - approximately £25 per night. 
• Forged Earth Camping - approximately £24 per night. 
• Willow Bay Lodge – approximately £143 per night. 

• Stoneleigh Knowle Estate- approximately £200 per night. 
• Hele Barton Farm Holiday Cottages - £130 per night. 
• Ravens Nest Cornwall Yurt- approximately £76 per night.  

By comparison to the choices above, the proposed glamping site would fall into the higher end of the 
quality spectrum, which in turn will attract a higher spending cliental who are more likely to spend more 
money in surrounding areas and explore and benefit the local area. The site could expect to command 
upwards of £120 per night per unit. Both the increase in spending in the local economy and the attraction 
of higher quality cliental to the area  indicate the benefits that the proposed site can bring to Bude and the 
surrounding area.  

Accommodating this new demographic, should also see benefits pass through to the local economy. 
Increased spending by guests of the site and a potential job created which could be filled by local residents.  
The site could provide employment opportunities for cleaners.  

The tourist trade in winter months is naturally low in most parts of the UK. Despite this, we believe there 
would still be sufficient demand for glamping site in low season, again due to the innovative and popular 
wellness treatments and leisure activities. Each pod has been designed to incorporate a work station away 
from the living area to enable remote working if desired. 
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4.0 Summary 
Tourism in the UK is expected to increase in the years ahead, even without the effects of Covid-19 and 
Brexit, which are also expected to accelerate demand. This should also mean increased need for tourist 
attractions and accommodation in and around the Bude area coupled to the ever-increasing demands for 
glamping and wellness experiences.  

The proposed development will also boost the local and rural economy and offers a stay for guests that 
has access to a vast and varied selection of amenities and attractions. We believe that the proposed 
development will be beneficial to this part of Cornwall, without sacrificing the area’s ecology, landscape or 
residential amenity.   
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